B1 GLCOC – 9/19/12 – Meeting minutes
In attendance – George Pearson, Rick Tardanico, Moses Shumow, Shonali Laha
Absent – Jean Rahier (sent note, sick, cannot attend)
1. Elections
Rick Tardanico nominated by Jean Rahier, seconded by Moses Shumow for
Chair, unanimously elected
Moses self‐nominated for secretary, unanimously elected
2. Approval of minutes from 5/2/12: Rick moved to approves, unanimously
approved by committee, no changes.
3. Dr. Landorf introduced topic of continuing to include Appiah’s “The Case forof
Contamination” as a common reading for GL foundations courses; OGLI has received
lots of comments regarding the reading being overly challenging, unrelated to
course topics, and not implemented in many course sections
Rick opened for the floor up for discussion; Pearson has seen the benefits, Shumow
as well, with context
a. Question: Should we continue to use Appiah? Do we have a common
reading?
VOTE: Should we remove required common reading from GLC? YES.
Unanimously confirmed. Needs to be forwarded to the Faculty Senate
for a vote. The GLCOC recommends the removal of a required common
reading from the GL Foundations courses.
b. Question: Should we consider a point in the future when further
development of courses will be closed?
Answer: Yes, but it will be far down the road, there is no concern at this point
of having TOO many GL courses.
Currently 116 GL courses, a few more on the way; those inheriting GL
courses are not clear at all on what needs to be included and what are the
expected outcomes
One‐day workshop is being developed for faculty who are developing a
course; the way we know if courses are being taught with fidelity is if faculty
complete assessments, at this point only about 15% are completing them.

4. Additional discussion:
How do you remove the GL designation from an existing course? There is no
a policy or procedure in place. OGLI recommends using policy or procedures
used by UCCOC.
Rick wants to know if there are systems in place; but it varies greatly from
unit to unit. The answer is no.
Shonali voiced concern that the idea of the NEED for GL courses is not
making its way into the different departments (in her case, she wants to
teach in Engineering, and is not being allowed)
This year it will really start to get a focus as students run into bottlenecks
keeping them from graduating.
Letter to the chairs to make sure that upper‐level GL courses are being
offered.
Major maps now have GL included.
Committee agreed to invite faculty members to the meeting when their
courses are being reviewed; but need to be clear that they are not there to
present their course but to answer questions from the committee.

5. Set future dates:
Approved the dates of Oct. 3 @ 1 p.m., Nov. 7 @ 1 p.m. ; agreed to set Spring
meeting dates in Oct. or Nov.
6. No unfinished business.
7. No new business.
Rick Tardanico adjourned.

